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Is it not true, that one of the arguments of CO2 MMGWCC cultists, is that CO2 inspired
surface warming leads to more water vapor “feedback” which being a well known
greenhouse gas (the ultimate GHG) causes more warming; but remember it was the
CO2 that was the culprit that started it.
If that is the case, then the Cultists and their regulatory minions can hardly excuse water
vapor as not being equally guilty of “environmental pollution”.
One would therefore think that the Supreme Court’s admonition to the EPA that they are
authorised to control GHGs and therefore MUST control them; should apply to water
vapor as well; perhaps even more so, since there are few who don’t consider H2O as
being the most prevalent GHG.
Perhaps then it is time to get on the EPA’s case, and require them to also limit H2O
effluent emissions, from both modern automobiles, and also the Hydrogen cars of the
future.
I have to confess that I am not a CO2 sequestration fan; even if the coal technology of
the future leans in that direction; because permanent CO2 sequestration also means
permanent OXYGEN sequestration, which I don’t think is a great idea.
Now carbon sequestration I am all in favor of, but not in a form that takes oxygen with it.
A future benefit of carbon sequestration, is that we will know where to go mine that
“fossil fuel” in the future, when we come to our senses, and realize that carbon is not our
enemy; but a valuable source of chemical energy.
Cap and trade sounds to me not unlike the derelict with his swag over his shoulder, that
the gentleman picked up with his horse drawn carriage. The bum doesn’t want to put his
sack down on the floor, because he feels the poor horse already has enough burden just
carrying him as extra load.
The way things are going, if we can’t turn this train wreck around; the pied Piper of
Tennessee, may go down in history as the person who almost single-handedly was
responsible for the deaths of more innocent people all over the world; than any other
tyrant in history.
George
PS: As if we don’t have enough problems already; the Swiss are pushing through
regulations granting “rights” to plants; (hear the asparagus screaming). Supposedly
eating corn (that was rejected as not up to ethanol standards) would be alright; but
picking the petals or “decapitating” a rose (yes they used that term) would be criminal.
Which is why I believe that intelligence is just Nature’s most recent experiment in
survival; and so far it doesn’t look like a good recipe; compared to just being big and
mean and ugly like the dinosaurs; which lasted for 140 million years. So don’t look for
intelligent life somewhere else; it looks like a failed survival scheme!

